PLANNING

10 Simple Ways to Save

BIG$$$
on Your Reception

Do you really need to spend upwards of $300 per guest? While nobody
wants to cut corners, even a billionaire likes a good bargain. Top wedding experts
suggest 10 tricks sure to shrink the cost of a typical reception for 150 people
W R I T T E N B Y A L E X B H AT TA C H A R J I & S T E P H E N C A M E L I O

STICK TO A SINGLE ENTREE

save If you offer several main-course
$2,700 options, the kitchen has to
stock up and cook as if 85

save
$735

DONÕT OVERDO THE BUBBLY

Only approximately 30 percent
of wedding guests actually drink
the champagne served for the

percent of guests will order any

toast, says Seccuro. So rather

given dishÑthe chicken, beef or

than pour a celebratory glass for

fishÑand you end up paying for

every guestÑan expense of

lots of food that goes uneaten.

at least $7 per person (which is

ItÕs more cost-effective to serve

usually charged on top of the

one entre, along with a vege-

main bar bill)Ñask servers to

tarian alternative. Liz Seccuro,

circulate with trays of pre-poured

creative director of Dolce

flutes before the toast. That way,

Parties in Greenwich, Conn.,

the guests who want to drink

also suggests Òa teamed entreÑ

some bubbly can, while others

like a petite filet mignon paired

can raise a glass with their bever-

with a crab cake,Ó which should

age of choice. Instead of blowing

bring down the cost by about

$1,050 on champagne for all 150

$18 per meal. With 150 guests,

guests (and wasting a lot of it),

that adds up to $2,700 you can

youÕll shell out only about $315,

pare from your bottom line.

for a savings of $735.
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Serve

CHAMPAGNE
only to
guests
who want it.
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BYOB (BUY YOUR OWN BOOZE)

save Caterers mark up alcohol by as much as 400 percent. So
$3,300 if your venue will allow it, supply the liquor yourself. If
you shop at a wholesaler or a discount store like Costco,
youÕll get high quality for less money and, adds San

Get married
on a LESS

Francisco planner Amy Nichols, Òyou can often return
unopened bottles.Ó The cost of a five-hour full bar

POPULAR
DAY and

for 150 guests drops from $6,000 ($40 a head) to $2,700
($18 a head), a savings of 55 percent, or $3,300.

reap reception
discounts.

KNOW THY SELF-SERVICE

save A buffet is cheaper than a standard sit-down meal,
$2,250 but not for the reason you might think. (Food costs for
either scenario Òusually end up a wash,Ó notes Seccuro.)
ItÕs because you need to hire (read: pay) far fewer servers,
which can trim 10 to 20 percent off the tab. If a buffet
lowers the tab of each $100 meal by 15 percent, and
150 people attend, youÕre in line for $2,250 in savings.

save
$735

save
$6,000

STEM YOUR SPENDING

A typical centerpiece runs $125; for 15 tables, thatÕs $1,875.

WATCH THE TIME

But choosing your flowers wisely helps. ÒRoses are among

ÒScheduling your wedding outside the

the least expensive [about $1 a stem],Ó says planner Tara

prime months [June through October]

Gurard of Soire in Charleston, S.C. WhatÕs more, if you

gives you more leverage in negotiating

stick to a single type of bloom, a talented aunt can easily

rates,Ó says Gregory Hyder, director of

arrange them. By putting 36 roses in four mint julep cups

catering at the Peninsula Hotel in

($10 each) at every table, you can prune $735 off your bill.

Chicago. You should be able to trim the
price of venue, caterer and band by 10
percent: If you figure an average cost of
$200 per guest, and 150 guests, you
would save $3,000. Also, Hyder points
out, Òyou could get some extras thrown
inÑhotel rooms for family or additional
hors dÕoeuvres stations.Ó And if you opt
for a simple Sunday-afternoon event over

Use a group of

SMALL VASES, all
holding one type of
flower, as centerpieces.

a Saturday-night extravaganza, youÕll find
Òsavings coming from all directions,Ó
Hyder adds. ÒThe reception will be
shorter, with fewer courses in the meal
and less liquor consumed.Ó Such factors
can lessen your outlay by an additional
10 percent ($3,000). Total saved: $6,000.
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save
$600

LEAVE OUT THE LIQUOR

Another way to lessen your booze bill: Do away with
the hard stuff altogether. Experts estimate that stocking
and staffing a full bar for 150 guests is likely to run you
about $6,000, but serving only beer, wine and champagne (in proportionately larger quantities) Òwill save
you at least 10 percent [or $600],Ó says Lester Ruttenberg, party planner at SamÕs Wine & Spirits in Chicago.

save
$600

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR

Giving guests a token of appreciation is nice, of course,

Get a SMALLER

SHOWPIECE
and augment it
with slices of less
expensive cake.

but itÕs more important that the bride and groom personally thank each of them for coming. That moment costs
nothing, and people will look back on it fondly. Says
Chicago event designer and planner Marina Birch, ÒMost
guests neither want nor need favors, but they take them
out of courtesyÑso this is just wasted money.Ó If favors
would run you $4 apiece, say, thatÕs $600 you can keep.

save
$725

PLAY YOUR OWN TUNES

ÒA band can eat up a big portion of your budget,Ó notes
Amy Nichols. ÒIf you have limited money to spend, go
with a DJ.Ó Cost: about $900 for four hours. Another
choice, thanks to the iPod and its customizable playlists,
is to act as your own DJ (or ask a friend to do so) via
your venueÕs sound system. Some DJs will rent you a
loaded iPod, a two-dock hookup, a mike and speakers for
around $175Ñor $725 less than the price of the pro.

save
$825
LET THEM EAT SHEET CAKE

ÒDesigner cakes are all the rage, and for
good reason,Ó says Liz Seccuro. ÒEveryone looks at the cake!Ó Guests can still
feast their eyes on an elaborate confectionÑjust order a scaled-down version
that will feed half the crowd, and then
serve the rest from a sheet cake that has
the same flavors and fillings. A designer
cake will run you $15 a head, whereas a

Thanks to
personalized IPOD
playlists, anyone
can serve as DJ.

sheet cake costs roughly $5 per person.
Result: Instead of spending $2,250
on cake to feed 150, youÕll be looking
at $1,500Ña sweet savings of $750. Remember too that about 10 percent of
your guests wonÕt eat any cake at all.
With 150 people, that would be 15
uneaten pieces; at $5 per, thatÕs $75
more you can slice from your bottom
line, for a total savings of $825.
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